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One of the fundamental theorems of global class field theory states that there is
a one-to-one correspondence between finite Abelian extensions of an algebraic number
field k and the norm groups of the idele class group Ck=Jkk* of k. More
generally, for finite extensions K and L of k there is the following group theoretic
interpretation of NKkCKNLkCL . Let E be a finite Galois extension of k containing
K and L, and let G=G(Ek), H=G(EK), and N=G(EL) be the corresponding
Galois groups. It follows by global class field theory that NKkCKNLk CL iff
G$HG$N, where G$ is the commutator subgroup of G. In the present work we
prove that NKkJK NLk JL iff every element of H of prime power order is
conjugate in G to an element of N. We also show that the same group theoretic
condition is equivalent to N(Kk)N(Lk), where N(Kk) is the group of elements
of k* that are local norms everywhere from K to k. We then use this group
theoretic criterion to investigate the equality of norm groups as subgroups of k*.
 1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Let k be an algebraic number field. By global class field theory if X and
Y are finite Abelian extensions of k, then XY iff NYk CY NXk CX . On
the other hand it follows by Theorem 7 [1, p. 228] that for any finite
extension Z of k (not necessarily Galois over k) NZk CZ=NZ$kCZ$ , where
Z$ is the maximal Abelian extension of k contained in Z. We thus obtain
the following group theoretic criterion. Let K and L be finite extensions of
k contained in a finite Galois extension E of k. If G=G(Ek), HK=
G(EK), and HL=G(EL), then NKk CK NLkCL iff G$HK G$HL , where
G$ is the commutator subgroup of G. It follows by the definition of the
norm groups of idele class groups that NKk CK NLk CL is equivalent to
(NKk JK) k*(NLkJL) k*. In the present work we establish a group
theoretic criterion for the relation NKk JK NLkJL (Theorem 3). More
specifically, for finite groups HG we define PG(H) to be the subset
of G that contains all conjugates in G of the prime power order elements
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of H. Theorem 3 states in the above notation that NKk JK NLkJL iff
PG(HK)PG(HL). This group theoretic condition already appeared in
[20] (Theorem (1.8), p. 119) where we investigated the equality of norm
groups as subgroups of k*. More specifically, NKk K* is almost contained
in NLkL* (see the definition below) iff PG(HK)PG(HL). Similar group
theoretic conditions were introduced to investigate relative Brauer groups
([3, 6]), Kronecker equivalence ([8, 9, 16, 15, 10]), equality of zeta
functions ([14]), and more recently the same group theoretic condition
was shown to be equivalent to the so-called weakly Kronecker equivalence
relation of algebraic number fields ([12, 11, 7]). The inclusion (NKk JK) k*
(NLkJL) k* does not imply NKkJK NLkJL , in general. On the other
hand NKk JK NLk JL iff k* & NKkJK k* & NLkJL (Corollary 4). Let
N(Kk) be the group of elements of k* which are local norms everywhere
from K to k. It follows that N(Kk)=k* & NKk JK , and the factor group of
N(Kk) by NKk K* is finite ([20, Prop. (1.3), p. 113]). This finite factor
group is called (total ) obstruction to the Hasse Norm Principle (HNP) for
Kk. The equality NKkK*=NLkL* implies N(Kk)=N(Lk). The converse,
however, is false in general. For the converse to be true we require in
addition to N(Kk)=N(Lk), which is equivalent in the above notation to
PG(HK)=PG(HL), that the obstructions to HNP for Kk and Lk are the
‘‘same’’ (Corollary 5). We conclude our discussion by an example of two
finite extensions of algebraic number fields Kk and Lk for which
N(Kk)=N(Lk), the obstructions to HNP for Kk and Lk are
isomorphic, and NKk K*{NLk L*.
EQUALITY NKkJK=NLk JL
Let Kk and Lk be finite extensions of an algebraic number field k. In
this section we will establish a group theoretic criterion for the relation
NKk JK NLk JL , where JK and JL are the idele groups of K and L,
respectively. Let E be a finite Galois extension of k containing K and L. We
set G=G(Ek), H=G(EK), and N=G(EL). The corestriction mapping
of the Tate cohomology groups
CorHG : H
0(H, JE)  H 0(G, JE)
is equivalent to the mapping
N Kk : JKNEKJE  Jk NEkJE
which is induced by NKk : JK  Jk . It follows that NKk JK NLkJL if and
only if Im(CorHG )Im(Cor
N
G). We will now give a group theoretic inter-
pretation of the inclusion Im(CorHG )Im(Cor
N
G).
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Let H be a subgroup of a finite group G. For each x # G and for any
subgroup R of G we define a subgroup of H by the equality Hx=H &
xRx&1. We also define a homomorphism
HR, x : HxH$x  RR$ (1)
by the rule hH$x [ (x&1hx) R$ for each h # Hx , where H$x and R$ are the
commutator subgroups of Hx and R, respectively. Let G=ni=1 HxiR be
the decomposition of G into the union of distinct double cosets with respect
to H and R. We define a homomorphism
HR : ‘
n
i=1
Hxi H$xi  RR$ (2)
by the following rule
HR(h1H$x1 , ..., hnH$x n)=\‘
n
i=1
x&1i hixi+ R$
for each hi # Hxi , and for each i=1, ..., n.
Lemma 1. Im(HR )=>x # G Im(
H
R, x). In particular, Im(
H
R ) does not
depend on the selection of representatives of the double cosets of H and R
in G.
Proof. The inclusion  is obvious. In order to prove the opposite
inclusion it suffices to show that Im(HR, x)Im(
H
R ) for any x # G. Let x # G
and (x&1hx) R$ # Im(HR, x) be arbitrary elements, where h # Hx . There is
1in for which the equality HxR=Hxi R holds. Suppose that x=h0xi r
for some h0 # H and r # R. Since x&1hx # R and x&1hx=r&1x&1i h
&1
0 hh0xir,
it follows that x&1i h
&1
0 hh0xi # R. So h
&1
0 hh0 # H & xiRx
&1
i =Hx i . Then
HR(1, ..., h
&1
0 hh0H$xi , ..., 1)=x
&1
i h
&1
0 hh0 xiR$
=r&1x&1i h
&1
0 hh0xirR$=(x
&1hx) R$. K
For each prime v of k we will fix a k-embedding of E into the algebraic
closure k v of the completion kv of k at v. This will also fix a decomposition
group Gv=res(EvE)[G(Evkv)] of v in E. There is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between the primes of K above v and the double cosets of H and
Gv in G. Let G=ni=1 HxiGv be the decomposition of G into the union of
distinct double cosets. If |1 , ..., |n are the distinct primes of K above v,
then for each i=1, ..., n a decomposition group of |i in E coincides
with one of the groups H & x1Gvx&11 , ..., H & xnGvx
&1
n . We set H|i=
Hx i=H & xiGvx
&1
i for each i=1, ..., n. If in the discussion preceding
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Lemma 1 we set R=Gv , then homomorphism HR in (2), written now as
Hv , yields
Hv : ‘
| | v
H|H$|  GvG$v .
Similarly we define
Nv : ‘
& | v
N&N$&  Gv G$v
(& runs over all primes of L above v). By Proposition (3.4) ([13, p. 83])
H 0(H, JE) is isomorphic to a direct sum of local cohomology groups
H 0(H, JE)$
|
H 0(G(E|K|), E*|), (3)
where | ranges over all primes of K, and over each prime | of K a prime
of E is chosen, which we denote by the same letter |. By local class field
theory we have the reciprocity isomorphism
H 0(G(E|K|), E*|)=K*| NE|K|E*| $H|H$| (4)
for each prime | of K. It follows by local class field theory that the diagram
K|*NE vK| Ev* ww
; | kv*NE vk v Ev*
:| #
H| H$| GvG$v
is commutative, where ;|=NK|kv , and :| , # are local reciprocity
isomorphisms, and the bottom arrow (the transfer of cohomology groups)
is induced by the mapping h [ _&1h_ with H|=H & _Gv_&1 being a
decomposition group of | in E (see [18, Proposition 10, p. 197]; [5,
p. 78] for a more detailed explanation). We thus obtain the following
commutative diagram
‘
| | v
K|*NEvK | Ev* ww
;
kv*NE vkv Ev*
: # (5)
‘
| | v
H| H$|
 v
H
GvG$v ,
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where :=>| | v :| , ;=>| | v ;| . It follows by (3), (4), and (5) that the
diagram
H 0(H, JE )
CorHG H 0(G, JE )
$ $

v \ ‘| | v H|H$|+ ww
‘ v  v
H

v
GvG$v
is commutative, where v ranges over all primes of k. Similarly we obtain
the commutative diagram corresponding to the tower kLE. It follows
that Im(CorHG )Im(Cor
N
G) if and only if Im(
H
v )Im(
N
v ) for each prime
v of k. We will need the following definition. Let H be a subgroup of a
finite group G. We define
PG(H)=[g&1hg  h # H of prime power order, g # G].
Lemma 2. Let Kk and Lk be finite extensions of algebraic number
fields, and let Ek be a finite Galois extension containing K and L. We set
G=G(Ek), H=G(EK), and N=G(EL). If PG(H)PG(N), then
Im(Hv )Im(
N
v ) for each prime v of k, and therefore NKkJK NLkJL .
Proof. We will use Lemma 1 to prove the inclusion Im(Hv )Im(
N
v )
for each prime v of k. Let v be an arbitrary prime of k. For each x # G we
set Hv, x=
H
R, x with R=Gv , where 
H
R, x is defined in (1). Similarly we
define Nv, x . By Lemma 1 the inclusion Im(
H
v )Im(
N
v ) is equivalent to
the inclusion
‘
x # G
Im(Hv, x) ‘
x # G
Im(Nv, x).
So to prove this lemma it suffices to show that Im(Hv, x)>y # G Im(
N
v, y)
for each x # G. Moreover, since Im(Hv, x) is generated by elements of prime
power order, it suffices to show that for any x # G and for any element
z # Im(Hv, x) of prime power order, z # >y # G Im(
N
v, y). Element z can be
represented as z=(x&1hx) G$v for some h # Hx=H & xGvx&1 of prime
power order. By assumption there is y # G such that yhy&1 # N. We set
:= yhy&1. Then
z=(x&1hx) G$v=(( yx)&1 :yx) G$v .
Since x&1hx # Gv , it follows that : # Nyx . So z # Im(Nv, yx). K
To formulate the group theoretic criterion for the inclusion NKkJK 
NLkJL we will need the following two definitions ([20, p. 112 and p. 114]).
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Let v be an arbitrary prime of an algebraic number field k. For every finite
extension K of k we define
[NKkK*]v= ‘
| | v
NK|kv K*| .
We note that by Proposition (1.2) ([20, p. 112]) [NKk K*]v is the
topological closure of NKk K* in kv* for each prime v of k. Let A and B be
subgroups of an Abelian group. We say that A is almost contained in B,
written A* B, if A & B is a subgroup of finite index in A. Also, we say that
A is almost equal to B, written A.B, if A* B and B* A.
Theorem 3. Let Kk and Lk be finite extensions of algebraic number
fields. Let Ek be a finite Galois extension containing K and L. We set
G=G(Ek), HK=G(EK), and HL=G(EL). Then the following conditions
are equivalent:
(a) PG(HK)PG(HL).
(b) NKk JK NLkJL .
(c) [NKk K*]v [NLkL*]v for all primes v of k.
(d) [NKk K*]v [NLkL*]v for almost all primes v of k.
(e) NKk K** NLkL*.
Proof. Implication (a) O (b) follows by Lemma 2. To prove that (b)
implies (c) we assume that v is an arbitrary prime of k, and x # [NKkK*]v
=>& | v NK&kv K &* is an arbitrary element. Suppose that x=>& | v NK&kv( y&)
for some y& # K &*. We define an idele : # JK as follows: :&= y& for each & | v,
and :&=1 for the remaining primes & of K. By assumption (b) NKk(:) #
NKk JK NLk JL . So there is ; # JL such that NKk(:)=NLk(;).
x=‘
& | v
NK&kv( y&)=‘
& | v
NK&kv(:&)=NKk(:)v
=NLk(;)v= ‘
| | v
NL |k v(;|).
So x # >| | v NL|kv L*|=[NLkL*]v , and therefore [NKkK*]v [NLkL*]v .
Implication (c) O (d) is obvious, and implication (d) O (e) follows by
Lemma (1.4) ([20, p. 115]). Finally, by Theorem (1.8) ([20, p. 119]) (e)
implies (a). K
The main theorem in [20] (Theorem (1.8), p. 119) yields (a)  (e).
Using this group theoretic criterion we established a number of results in
terms of norm groups of k ([20, pp. 120121]). By Theorem 3 we can
reformulate those results in terms of norm groups of idele groups. So
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NKk JK NLk JL implies that the normal core of Lk is contained in
the normal core of Kk (the normal core of Lk is the maximal Galois
extension of k contained in L). In particular, for finite Galois extensions
Kk and Lk, NKk JK NLkJL is equivalent to LK. Also, we can show,
as in the proof of Corollary (1.10)(b) ([20, p. 120]), that if k is a proper
subfield of K, then the group theoretic Theorem 1 ([3, p. 41]) implies that
NKk JK is a proper subgroup of Jk . In fact, we will show below that NKk JK
is a subgroup of infinite index in Jk (see the second part of the remark after
Corollary 4). The above mentioned Theorem 1 ([3]) is proved using the
classification of finite simple groups. It is easy to show that this theorem is
equivalent to the following proposition. If H is a proper subgroup of a
finite group G, then PG(H) is a proper subset of PG(G). Since every finite
group is a subgroup of a symmetric group, it follows that the group
theoretic Theorem 1 ([3]) is equivalent to the proposition: if k is a proper
subfield of K, then NKkJK is a proper subgroup of Jk .
For a finite extension Kk of algebraic number fields we set
N(Kk)=,
v
(k* & [NKkK*]v),
where v ranges over all primes of k, to be the group of elements of k*
which are local norms everywhere from K to k. It follows that N(Kk)=
k* & NKk JK , and NKkK* is a subgroup of finite index in N(Kk) (see for
instance [20, Prop. (1.3), p. 113]). The factor group of N(Kk) by NKk K*
is called the (total ) obstruction to the Hasse Norm Principle (HNP) for Kk,
and its order is denoted by i(Kk). If i(Kk)=1, then we say that the extension
Kk satisfies HNP.
Corollary 4. Let K and L be finite extensions of an algebraic number
field k. Then NKkJK NLkJL if and only if N(Kk)N(Lk). In particular,
in the notation of Theorem 3, N(Kk)N(Lk) if and only if PG(HK)
PG(HL).
Proof. The implication O is obvious. To prove the implication in the
opposite direction we note that NLkL*NKk K* } NLkL* are subgroups
of finite index in N(Lk). So NKk K* & NLk L* is a subgroup of finite index
in NKkK*, i.e. NKkK** NLkL*. It follows now by Theorem 3 that
NKk JK NLk JL . K
Remark. (1) By Theorem 3 NKkK*NLkL* implies NKkJK NLkJL
for any finite extensions Kk and Lk of algebraic number fields. The
converse, however, is false in general. Indeed, let k/K/L/E be a tower
of algebraic number fields with G(Ek)=A4 , G(EK)=V4 (Klein 4-group),
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and L is a quadratic extension of K. Since, PA4(G(EK))=PA4(G(EL)), it
follows by Theorem 3 NKk JK=NLkJL . If the extension Ek is such that 4
does not divide (Ev : kv) for every prime v of k, then by Proposition (1.1)
[20, p. 111] NLkL* is a subgroup of index 2 in NKkK*.
(2) We wish to show that for any finite extensions Kk and Lk of
algebraic number fields NKk JK* NLk JL implies NKk JK NLkJL . Indeed,
NKk JK* NLkJL implies N(Kk)* N(Lk). Since N(Kk)NKkK* and
N(Lk)NLkL* are finite groups, it follows that NKk K** NLkL*. So by
Theorem 3 NKk JK NLkJL . We thus obtain that NKk JK* NLkJL if and
only if NKk JK NLk JL . In particular, if NKkJK is a proper subgroup of
NLkJL , then NKkJK is a subgroup of infinite index in NLkJL .
The following corollary follows immediately by Theorem 3 and Corollary 4.
Corollary 5. Let Kk and Lk be finite extensions of algebraic number
fields. Let Ek be a finite Galois extension containing K and L. We set
G=G(Ek), HK=G(EK), and HL=G(EL). Then
(a) if NKkK*NLkL*, then NKkK*=NLkL* if and only if PG(HK)
=PG(HL) and i(Kk)=i(Lk).
(b) if HNP holds for Kk, then NKkK*=NLkL* if and only if PG(HK)
=PG(HL) and HNP holds for Lk.
We showed above that for two finite extensions K and L of an algebraic
number field k the equality N(Kk)=N(Lk) has a group theoretic inter-
pretation. On the other hand by Corollary 5 if N(Kk)=N(Lk) and the
extensions Kk and Lk have the ‘‘same’’ obstruction to HNP, then
NKk K*=NLkL* provided that some additional conditions are satisfied. It
is natural, therefore, to ask the following question. Do the relations
N(Kk)=N(Lk) and N(Kk)NKkK*$N(Lk)NLkL* imply the equality
NKk K*=NLkL*? We will show that this implication is false in general.
Indeed, we will construct two Galois extensions E and F of the field of
rational numbers Q with the Galois groups isomorphic to S4 , and for
which the conditions described below are satisfied. The intersection
K=E & F coincides with the fixed field of the Klein 4-group V4 . Let k be
the fixed field of A4 , and let Li (Mi) i=1, 2, 3 be the quadratic extensions
of K contained in E(F ). Also, we set L=L1 and M=M1 . The following
properties are satisfied.
(a) N(Lk)=N(Mk).
(b) N(Lk)NLkL*$N(Mk)NMk M*.
(c) NLkL*{NMk M*.
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Since every element of G(EK) is a conjugate of an element of G(EL) in
G(Ek), it follows by Theorem 3 that NLkJL=NKk JK . So N(Lk)=
N(Kk). Similarly we obtain that the corresponding equality holds for the
extension Mk. It follows that N(Lk)=N(Mk). We will construct E and
F so that 4 does not divide (Ev : kv) and (Fv : kv) for any prime v of k. By
Proposition (1.1) ([20, p. 111]) NLk L* and NMkM* are subgroups of
index two in NKkK*. Since Kk is a cyclic Galois extension, it follows by
HNP that N(Kk)=NKkK*. So part (b) is also satisfied.
We will first construct E as a splitting field of a generalized Laguerre
polynomial (see [17, 19, or 21] for a more detailed description of these
polynomials).
F(*, +, x)=x4&a4x3+
a3 a4
2!
x2&
a2 a3 a4
3!
x+
a1 a2a3 a4
4!
,
where *, + are integers, and am=m(*+m+) for all m=1, ..., 4. The
discriminant of F(*, +, x) is 4! +6a2a23a
3
4 . To assure that 4 does not divide
(Ev : kv) for any prime v of k dividing 2, we require that E be the splitting
field of a polynomial of degree 4 which factors into two irreducible factors
(x+1)(x3+x2+1) over GF(2) (for more details see (E2) below). We set
*=5, +=3 in F(*, +, x), and define
f (x)=x4&22 } 17x3+22 } 3 } 7 } 17x2&23 } 7 } 11 } 17x+24 } 7 } 11 } 17.
The discriminant of f (x) is 212 } 39 } 72 } 11 } 173. Since *+>&1, it follows
that f (x) has all distinct positive real roots ([19, p. 286]). We will show
below that the splitting field E of f (x) is a Galois extension of Q with the
Galois group S4 . Let d=3 } 11 } 17. Then k=Q(- d ). By [22, p. 191] K is
the splitting field of the resolvent cubic of f (x)
h(x)=x3+612x2+73440x+1498176.
It follows that K has six archimedean real primes. Let :1 , :2 , :3 be the
roots of h(x). Then Li=K(- &:i), i=1, 2, 3.
We will now determine the local extensions EpQp for the primes p that
divide the discriminant of f (x).
(E2) Let p=2. The splitting field of the polynomial
2&4f (2x)=x4&2 } 17x3+3 } 7 } 17x2&7 } 11 } 17x+7 } 11 } 17
over Q coincides with E. This polynomial factors into two irreducible
factors (x+1)(x3+x2+1) over GF(2). So by Hensel’s Lemma ([23,
p. 45]) Ep is the unramified cubic extension of Qp . In particular, Ep=Kp
and kp=Qp .
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(E3) In order to determine EpQp for p=3 we make a substitution:
f (x+17)=x4&2 } 32 } 17x2&23 } 32 } 17x+33 } 11 } 17.
An examination of the Newton polygon ([23, p. 73]) of this polynomial
shows that it has a root in Qp . So G(Ep Qp) is a subgroup of S3 . Also,
ordp of the remaining three roots is 23. So 3 divides e(EpQp). Since
kp=Qp(- d) is a quadratic ramified extension of Qp , it follows that
Ep=Kp , and KpQp is a totally ramified extension with the Galois group S3 .
(E7) f (x)#(x&5) x3 (mod 7). So by Hensel’s Lemma f (x) factors
into a linear and a cubic polynomial a(x) over the ring of integers of Q7 .
An examination of the Newton polygon of f (x) at p=7 shows that a(x)
has three roots with ordp=13. So a(x) is irreducible over Q7 . Let % be a
root of a(x). Then Q7(%)Q7 is a totally and tamely ramified extension of
degree three. By Proposition 3.4.3 ([23, p. 89]) Q7(%)=Q7( 3- ?) for a
prime element ? of Q7 . Since 7#1 (mod 3), it follows that Q7 contains a
primitive third root of 1. So Q7(%)Q7 is a cyclic Galois extension of degree
three. We thus obtain that for p=7, Ep=Kp=Qp(%), kp=Qp , and Kp kp
is a cyclic Galois extension of degree three.
(E11) Since f (x)#(x&6)(x&7) x2 (mod 11), it follows by Hensel’s
Lemma that f (x) factors into two linear and a quadratic polynomials
over the ring of integers of Qp , where p=11. Also, kp=Qp(- d ) is a
quadratic ramified extension of Qp . So for p=11, Ep=kp and kpQp is a
quadratic ramified extension.
(E17) Since f (x) is an Eisenstein polynomial at p=17, it follows by
Theorem 3.3.1 ([23, p. 86]) that Qp(%)Qp is a totally and tamely ramified
extension of degree four, where % is a root of f (x). So by Proposition 3.4.3
([23, p. 89]) Qp(%)=Qp( 4- ?) for a prime element ? of Qp . Since 17#1
(mod 4), it follows that Qp contains a primitive fourth root of 1. So
Qp(%)Qp is a totally ramified cyclic Galois extension of degree four. Also,
kp=Qp(- d) is a quadratic ramified extension of Qp . We thus obtain that
EpKp and kpQp are quadratic ramified extensions, Kp=kp , and Ep Qp is
a cyclic Galois extension.
Since the discriminant of f (x) is not a square in Q, it follows that
G(EQ), being a subgroup of S4 , is not a subgroup of A4 . Since 3 and 4
divide the order of G(EQ) by (E2) and (E17), respectively, it follows that
G(EQ)$S4 . For any prime number p dividing the discriminant of f (x),
we obtain by (Ep) that 4 does not divide (Ev : kv) for every prime v | p of
k. The remaining primes v of k are unramified in E. So 4 does not divide
(Ev : kv) for any prime v of k. It follows by Proposition (1.1) ([20, p. 111])
that N(Lk)NLkL* is cyclic of order two, since N(Lk)=N(Kk)=
NKk K*. We wish to find some prime numbers q for which qNLkL* is the
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generator of this factor group. We will use a method given in [2, p. 360].
Let S be the set of primes of K that split completely in L. We define a
group homomorphism .E : K*  [\1] by
.E (x)= ‘
| # S
(&:2 , x)| ,
where (V , V)| is the quadratic norm residue symbol at | # S ([2, p. 351]).
We note that (&:2 , x)|=1 if and only if x # NL2|K| L*2| . Since Ep=Kp for
any prime p=2, 3, 7, 11, it follows that (&:2 , x)|=1 for each prime | | p
of K, and each x # K*. We will now consider the case p=17. By (E17)
there are three primes |1 , |2 , |3 of K above p such that e(|ip)=2 for
i=1, 2, 3. One of these primes, say |=|1 , splits completely in L while the
remaining two primes are ramified in L. Also, L2|=E| is a ramified exten-
sion of K| of degree two. So L2|=K|(- ?) for a prime element ? # K|
([23, Proposition 3.4.3, p. 89]). By Proposition 8 ([18, p. 210])
(&:2 , q)|=(?, q)|=(q17) for any prime number q{17. Now let | be an
arbitrary prime of K which is unramified in E and whose decomposition
group in E is G(EL). It follows that L2|K| is unramified of degree two,
and therefore by local class field theory the corresponding norm subgroup
of K*| coincides with U|_(?2) , where U| is the unit subgroup of K| , and
? is a prime element of K| . So (&:2 , x)|=(&1)&|(x), where &| is the
normalized valuation of K| . We thus obtain that for any prime number
q{17
.E (q)=(q17) ‘
| # S$
(&1)& | (q), (6)
where S$/S is the set of primes of K which are unramified in E with the
decomposition group G(EL).
We will now construct the extension F. We first make a substitution
x= y&(13) } 612 to obtain a cubic polynomial of the form: h( y&
(13) } 612)=y3+ay+b # Z[ y] (see the definition of h(x) above). We note
that y3+ay+b is irreducible over Q, and its splitting field over Q is K. In
[4, p. 99] a polynomial is defined by
g(x)=x4&(6z2+2a) x2+8(z3+az+b) x&(3z4+6az2+12bz&a2),
where z is a parameter with values in Q. It is shown in [4] that the
resolvent cubic of g(x) has the same splitting field over Q as y3+ay+b,
i.e., the field K. The discriminant of g(x) is 212(z3+az+b)2 (&4a3&27b2).
We wish to construct F so that 4 does not divide (F| : K|) for any prime
| of K. We will show below that this condition is satisfied if z=7. We now
specialize z=7 in the above polynomial to obtain
g(x)=x4+2 } 3 } 7 } 2441x2+23 } 7 } 37 } 12109x+3 } 72 } 719 } 22369.
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The discriminant of g(x) is 224 } 39 } 74 } 11 } 173 } 372 } 121092. Let F be the
splitting field of g(x) over Q. Then K/F, and we will show below that
G(FQ)$S4 . We will first determine the local extensions Fp Qp for the
primes p that divide the discriminant of g(x).
(F2) By (E2) Kpkp is unramified of degree three, and kp=Qp for
p=2. It follows that G(FpQp) is a subgroup of A4 . The splitting field of
g(x&1) over Q coincides with F, and the Newton polygon of g(x&1) at
p=2 shows that g(x&1) has a root in Qp . So G(FpQp) is a subgroup of
S3 . Since S3 is not a subgroup of A4 , it follows that Fp=Kp .
(F3) g(x)#x(x+2)3 (mod 3). So by Hensel’s Lemma g(x) factors
into linear and cubic polynomials over Qp for p=3. It follows that
G(FpQp) is a subgroup of S3 . By (E3) the Galois group G(Kp Qp)=S3 .
So Fp=Kp for p=3.
(F7) The Newton polygon of g(x) at p=7 shows that g(x) has one
root in Qp and three roots with ordp=13. So arguing as in (E7) we
conclude that Fp=Kp .
(F11) g(x)#(x+7)2 (x2+8x+6) (mod 11). It follows by Hensel’s
Lemma that for p=11 g(x)=a(x) b(x) over the ring of integers of Qp , and
a (x)=(x+7)2, b (x)=x2+8x+6 over the residue class field of Qp . Since
kp Qp is a quadratic ramified extension, and Kp=kp by (E11), it follows
that Fpkp is unramified of degree two, and G(FpQp)=C2_C2 .
(F17) Since g(x)#(x+4)(x+10)3 (mod 17), it follows by Hensel’s
Lemma that g(x) has a root in Qp for p=17. So G(FpQp) is a subgroup
of S3 . By (E17) kp Qp is a quadratic ramified extension and Kp=kp . So
Fp=Kp for p=17.
(F37) g(x)#(x+13)2 (x+24)2 (mod 37). By Hensel’s Lemma g(x)
factors into two quadratic polynomials over the ring of integers of Qp for
p=37. Since x2&d is irreducible modulo p, it follows that kp is the quad-
ratic unramified extension of Qp . Newton polygon of g(x&24) at p=37
shows that it has two roots with ordp=12. So the ramification index
e(FpQp) is divisible by two. We thus conclude that Fp is the compositum
of kp with a ramified quadratic extension of Qp .
(F12109) The case p=12109 is similar to (F37). Indeed, g(x)#
(x+2805)2 (x+9304)2 (mod p), and x2&d is irreducible modulo p. Also,
the Newton polygon of g(x&2805) shows that it has two roots with
ordp=12. So Fp is the compositum of the unramified quadratic extension
kp with a ramified quadratic extension of Qp .
The Galois group G(FQ) is isomorphic to S4 , since the discriminant of
g(x) is not a square in Q, and 3, 4 divide the order of G(FQ) by (F2) and
(F11), respectively. We also note that 4 does not divide (Fv : kv) for any
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prime v of k. Indeed, if p is one of the primes dividing the discriminant of
g(x), then 4 does not divide (Fv : kv) for every prime v | p of k as was shown
above. Since the remaining primes v of k are unramified in F, it follows that
4 does not divide the degrees of the local extensions of Fk for any prime
of k. So the factor group N(Mk)NMk M* is of order two. Let ;1 , ;2 , ;3
be the roots of the resolvent cubic of g(x) defined by a method given in
[22, p. 191]. We may assume that Mi=K(- &;i) for i=1, 2, 3. We will
define a mapping similar to .E with respect to the extension F. Let T be
the set of primes of K that split completely in M. We define a group
homomorphism .F : K*  [\1] by
.F (x)= ‘
| # T
(&;2 , x)| ,
where (V, V)| is the quadratic norm residue symbol at | # T. Since Fp=Kp
for any prime p=2, 3, 7, 17, it follows that (&;2 , x)|=1 for each prime
| | p of K and each x # K*. We will consider two cases p=37, 12109
simultaneously. By (F37) ((F12109)) Kp=kp is the quadratic unramified
extension of Qp . So there are three primes v1 , v2 , v3 of K above p with
f (vi p)=2. Also by (F37) ((F12109)) FpKp is a quadratic ramified exten-
sion. So only one of these primes, say v=v1 , splits completely in M, and
M2v=Fv is a ramified quadratic extension of Kv . Since Kp is the quadratic
unramified extension of Qp , it follows that for any prime number q{37
(q{12109) - q # Kp . So for any prime integer q{37 (q{12109) we obtain
(&;2 , q)v=(q, &;2)v=1. Let T $/T be the set of primes of K that are
unramified in F with the decomposition group G(FM). By (F11) there are
three primes of K above p=11, and only one of these primes belongs to T $.
Since any prime that does not divide the discriminant of g(x) is unramified
in F, it follows that for any prime number q{37, 12109
.F (q)= ‘
| # T $
(&1)& | (q). (7)
By [2, p. 360] the kernel Ker.E coincides with the product of the three
norm groups NLiKLi*. On the other hand by Proposition (1.1) ([20, p. 111],
see the proof) this product of the norm groups coincides with (NLKL*)
_(KerNKk). So for any x # K*, x # Ker.E if and only if NKk(x) #
NKk(NLKL* KerNKk)=NLkL*. Similarly we obtain that for any x # K*,
x # Ker.F if and only if NKk(x) # NMk M*.
Let q be an arbitrary prime integer for which f (x) is irreducible over
GF(q). Then EqKq and kqQq are unramified extensions of degree two,
and Kq=kq . It follows that there are three primes of K above q, and only
one of these primes splits completely in L. We note that q is a prime
element in Kq , since Kq Qq is unramified. Since q is a unit in K| for any
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| # S$ such that | does not divide q, it follows by (6) that .E (q)=
&(q17). On the other hand if g(x) has a simple root in GF(q), then
Fq=Kq , i.e. the three primes of K above q split completely in F. So by (7)
for any prime number q{37, 12109 for which g(x) has a simple root in
GF(q), .F (q)=1.
The polynomial f (x) is irreducible over GF(q), for a prime number
q=127, and (q17)=1. So .E (q)=&1. On the other hand g(x)#
(x+32)(x+77)(x2+18x+52) (mod q). It follows that .F (q)=1. So q3=
NKk(q)  NLkL*, and q3 # NMk M*. It follows that NLkL*{NMk M*,
and part (c) above is satisfied.
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